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An explanation is proposed for spontaneous magnetism in the material, “carbon nanofoam,” in terms of
random ferrimagnetism. Wherever a carbon nanotube branches out, an electron trap is created at the junction.
Electrons occupying neighboring junctions align their spins antiparallel. Given that there are more sites on
sublattice A than on the interpenetrating sublattice B, the net result is M=mo✉NA−NB✉Þ0. Ultimately, some
excess charge
s
and concomitant magnetism  is expected to dissipate into the atmosphere.
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INTRODUCTION
In view of the fact that most carbon-based solids such as
graphite are resolutely nonmagnetic ✁Curie temperatures of,
at most, a fraction of 1 K
❞
it is amazing, unusual, and unex-
pected that any undoped carbon network, having only paired
s and p electrons at its disposal, should exhibit substantial,
cooperative, ferromagnetism. However, such is the case in a
polymer of C60.1
Leaving regular lattices aside, the more recent discovery
of transient or possibly permanent ferromagnetism2 in a ran-
dom material, “carbon nanofoam,”3 seems to support a fairly
general theoretical model that the author has been indepen-
dently researching for the past two years.4 The present paper
proposes to explain the ferromagnetism of carbon foam in
the light of this theoretical model.
The four principal ingredients in the present explanation
for nanofoams are simply:
✁1❞ the presence of channels that allow electrons to move





the formation of bound states localized at the branch-





the antiferromagnetic correlation of any two electrons
trapped on neighboring tetrapods, and
✁4❞ unequal number of sites NA✂NB on the interpenetrat-
ing A and B sublattices that contain electrons of spin up and
down, respectively.
These points are totally sufficient to explain the phenom-
ena. However, because the foam is a random material, the
explanations will perforce be more qualitative than quantita-
tive, although we hope they are persuasive.
The first point is clear, the second is somewhat controver-
sial ✁we shall address several possibilities there❞, the third is
rigorously provable, and the last is surprising. Let us there-
fore start with this last, topological, feature.
FERROMAGNETISM OUT OF ANTIFERROMAGNETIC
BONDS
In 1989, Elliott Lieb5 presciently proved a theorem deal-
ing with the possible ferromagnetism of interacting electrons
on a “Hubbard model” type lattice. The premises that under-
pin this theorem are as follows: repulsive interactions U re-
stricted to pairs of electrons that occupy a same site; a bipar-
tite lattice ✁i.e., a lattice that can be decomposed into two,
where sites on the A sublattice connect only to sites on the B
sublattice and vice versa
❞
; and a number Nel of electrons that
approximately equals the number of sites N capable of ac-
commodating an electron, where N=NA+NB ✁i.e., near
“half-filling”❞.6 Once these conditions are satisfied, Lieb’s
theorem states that the ground state magnetic moment of the
lattice is M=mo✄NA−NB✄. Here, mo, the intrinsic magnetic
moment of an electron spin, is just the Bohr magneton. It is
my belief that the carbon foam of Rode et al.2,3 inherently
satisfies most or all the conditions under which the theorem
is valid.
It is possible to understand this ferromagnetism qualita-
tively without delving into any mathematics. As we shall
show, states are localized within the energy gap at every
tetrapod ❢the junction where the nanotubes branch out
✁
see
Fig. 1❞☎. Because double occupancy of these low-lying states
is suppressed by an energy gap of O✁U❞ against charge fluc-
tuations, electrons that are trapped at a tetrapod retain their
spin degrees of freedom at half-filling, if not the ability to
move.7 Because nearest-neighbor electrons generally have
lower energy if their spins are antiparallel, this electronic
system maps onto a Heisenberg antiferromagnet.
In an earlier work,8 Lieb and this author discussed a more
general bipartite spin lattice of this type, in which NA spins
SA of an A sublattice are antiferromagnetically coupled to
neighboring spins SB on the B sublattice. We proved the
ground state includes states of maximum total spin angular
momentum Stot — a quantity that can vanish if and only if
NASA=NBSB. It follows that the ground state for arbitrary NA,
NB generally exhibits a macroscopic magnetic moment.
In the special case that SA=SB=spin 1/2 of a localized
electron, both the aforementioned study of the Heisenberg
model and Lieb’s theorem for a Hubbard model with an
occupation number of one electron per site, predict the very
same ferromagnetic9 ground state on a bipartite lattice with
NA✂NB, regardless whether the structure is perfectly ordered
or as random as a foam. Ultimately, we shall ask, and then
answer, why NA would differ from NB in a foam. However,
first let us deal with some details.
TOPOLOGICAL ISSUES
The magnetism and spatial structure of a carbon nano-
foam was originally discussed in a study by N. Park et al.2 in
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which extra spins were assigned to unpaired chemical bonds
at the junctions where one nanotube branches out into
three,10 as in their Fig. 1 scf. our Fig. 1❞ In the latest paper by
Rode et al.,11 the material and the valence-band states at the
tetrapods are again described in some detail. However, as
this picture yields four uncompensated spins per tetrapod, it
is difficult to see how such a theory could produce anything
other than a locally nonmagnetic state once the antiferromag-
netic interactions among nearest neighbors within each tetra-
pod are taken into account — unless the two-body Coulomb
interaction rendered it unprofitable for more than one elec-
tron to occupy the dangling bonds at each tetrapod. This we
shall have to assume.
The present theory is not all that different. Some, perhaps
all, the electrons that participate in ferromagnetism are
loosely bound in a bound-state linear combination of the
conduction band states of the nanotubes, and are therefore
not part of the stable network of bonding electrons that popu-
late their valence bands. Our tight-binding calculations sad-
mittedly cruder than the density functional approach taken in
ref. 3 ❞ yields just one bound state dropping below the con-
duction band at each tetrapod and, by symmetry, a bound
state above the valence bands at each tetrapod. According to
any theory, the branching is the essential ingredient in the
formation of bound states in the energy gap.
WHERE DO EXCESS ELECTRONS COME FROM?
One supposes that in the cataclysm that creates the
foam2,3,11 electrons are easily stripped from the constituent
materials and redistributed. Indeed, the ease with which
semiconducting single-walled carbon nanotubes can accept
charge was recently demonstrated by Lee, Gip, and Heller12
who, by electrostatically charging such nanotubes sa few na-
nometers in diameter and micrometers in length❞, created
reversible p-n or n-p junctions. Their experiment is evidence
that electrons or holes are easily introduced into the conduc-
tion or valence bands of the single-walled nanotubes and is
also strong evidence for the existence of a finite semicon-
ducting energy gap srather than metallic behavior❞.
We assume that any surplus of electrons that pervades the
negatively charged foam drops from the lowest energy levels
in the conduction bands into bound states that lie even lower:
the bound state created at each tetrapod by the branching
geometry.
FORMATION OF BOUND, LOCALIZED STATES, AND
THEIR INTERACTIONS
What is the nature of these bound levels? If the surplus
electrons were confined to the “vacuum” inside the cylinders
and subject to the boundary conditions ❝=0 at the surfaces, a
bound state13 would drop below the continuum at each bulge,
bend, or branch. sThe boundary condition ❝=0 would be
used to ensure that the trapped particles do not violate the
Pauli principle when they reach the carbon network at the
surface of the cylinders.❞ In such a scenario, one electron
could be physically confined to the interior of each
tetrapod.14
Given the Lee, Gip, and Heller experiments12 in which
either electrons or holes15 were easily and symmetrically in-
troduced into the Bloch bands of the virgin material, it is
more reasonable to hypothesize that the excess electrons in
carbon foam live as linear combinations of states within
bands on the skin of the tubes and that a localized bound
state acting as a pseudo-donor level, condenses within the
energy gap, below the continuum, at each tetrapod junction.
The probability function ✉❝✉2 of this bound state would take
the form of a “diaper” covering the intersection of the nano-
tubes, as in Fig. 1.
The band structure calculations that would be required to
prove that a bound state occurs at each tetrapod seven in
hexagonal tight-binding approximation often used to simu-
late the band structure of single-layered graphite❞,16 all are
too difficult for the task. Therefore we resorted to a simpli-
fied tight-binding model that may be viewed as an “existence
theorem” that illustrates the desired result. In reality, the de-
tails do not matter — as long as we agree that a bound state
is created at each and every tetrapod.
Figure 2 illustrates two neighboring tetrapods in the mini-
malist simple quadratic tight-binding version that we shall
adopt sinstead of the “exact” hexagonal texture❞. At each
lattice point, a Wannier orbital constructed out of a given
band is connected to its four nearest neighbors by a matrix
element t. For the lowest transverse mode on each infinite
cylinder scirculating around a cylinder❞ the lowest-lying con-
tinuum of propagating states has a minimum at ➠o=−4t and
maximum at ➠=0. ❢For higher transverse modes, higher-
lying overlapping continua are found at −2t✱➠±1sq❞✱ +2t
and 0
✱
➠2sq❞✱4t.❣ Equating the bandwidth s8t❞ to the con-
duction bandwidth of graphite16 s 9 eV❞ yields t 1.1 eV.
FIG. 1. Wherever a nanotube branches into two or more,
pseudo-donor or pseudo-acceptor bound states form. Their wave
functions ✁roughly in the shape of a diaper✂ are carved out as a
linear combination of the Bloch states in the respective bands of the
semiconductor
✁
the single-walled carbon nanotube
✂
.





We construct the bound-state wave function at a given tetra-
pod by tridiagonalization; i.e., by reduction of the
Schrödinger equation to a set of concentric waves originating
at the intersection of four cylinders. In this manner, we easily
determined the existence of a bound state, associated with
and caused by the geometry which has a maximum ampli-
tude at the intersection and decays exponentially at distances
n✸a0 from the origin sa0 being the lattice parameter❞ as
❝n⑦exp− ✉n✉❧, where exps−❧❞= s 3−1❞=0.7132. The energy
of this bound state is ➠B=−2ts1+cosh ❧❞=−4.098 08t. It lies
0.098 08t below the conduction-band continuum. We call
this state the “pseudo-donor” level, “pseudo” because it is
associated with geometrical constraints on the conduction-
band states and not the orbital state of a donor atom. Neither
is it a “dangling bond” caused by disorder or ionic mismatch.
Note that the same situation obtains for the valence band,
for if one uses the appropriate valence-band Wannier orbit-
als, one finds a pseudo-acceptor state lying above the top of
the valence-band continuum at each tetrapod, in an amount
also 0.098 08t sthe t should be similar for the two bands❞
which may or may not be occupied depending on the posi-
tion of the Fermi level. In the event that the energy gap Eg is
not too large, i.e., that Eg✱0.196 16t=0.2 eV, the pseudo-
acceptor level could actually lie above the pseudo-donor
level, so that any excess electrons would populate the
pseudo-donor level first. However, that would not affect the
conclusion. In both cases, the two-body Coulomb interaction
— which is of little consequence in extended states — is
quite sufficient to prevent double occupancy of a localized
level extending over only a few nanometers. Thus, as a mini-
mum assumption, we postulate that only one, unpaired, elec-
tron can occupy each tetrapod.
CALCULATION OF THE EXCHANGE SPLITTING
As is the case for the two electrons of a H2 molecule, it
can be proved rigorously that the two electrons living on
nearest-neighbor pods prefer a joint singlet state over the
spin triplet, by an amount defined as J.17 The spin dynamics
of bound-state electrons is expressed by an Heisenberg
Hamiltonian consisting of the sum over all nearest-neighbor,
spin-spin bonds Hi,j=JijSi ·S j, where each J✳0. sAs in any
ferrimagnet, we find, paradoxically, that the explanation of
spontaneous spin magnetism proceeds from the antiferro-
magnetic correlations of nearby sites❞ Next, by exact diago-
nalization of the two-tetrapod geometry of Fig. 2, we find
bonding states connecting neighboring tetrapods n=3 lattice
parameters apart, and that they lie 0.225t below the
continuum.18
The “effective” hopping matrix element tef f connecting a
state on one tetrapod to the next at a distance n atomic spac-
ings is either 1 /2✸ the energy splitting between the con-
tinuum and the bonding state or 1 /2✸ the energy splitting
between the bonding state and the antibonding state swhere it
exists❞. Thus, tef f=1360kB at n=3; at n=6 it is tef f=385kB,
and at n=8 it drops to tef f=17kB Hubbard’s “U” is indepen-
dent of n and is estimated at U❁1500kB. Combining these
results, we obtain in second-order perturbation theory: J
=4tef f
2 /U; i.e., J=1360kB if n=3, J=395kB for n=6, and J
=1kB for n=8. To explain the experimental value of J as
deduced below from the experimental data, we shall deter-
mine that the average separation between tetrapods n should
range between 6 and 8. In a random foam, of course, there
exists a range of values and we can only deal with their
averages.
WHY DO THE A AND B SUBLATTICES DIFFER?
Now, let us show by example that, absent some hidden
symmetry considerations, the numbers of sublattice sites NA
and NB in an arbitrary array will always differ by a nontrivial
amount. Figure 3 shows a Cayley cluster of branching num-
ber 2. Half the sites are at the surface. In such a case, NA
=2NB regardless how large NB may be, and the magnetic
moment is M=m0NB. As described by its inventors,2,3,11 car-
bon nanofoam has an open-weave structure in which each
channel branches out into three, in which case, NA=3NB and
the total magnetic density should be higher: M=2m0NB.
FIG. 2. Shows relative spin orientation of two electrons bound
at two neighboring “tetrapods,” in a discretized “tight-binding” ver-
sion. AWannier function of the conduction band is centered at each
point of the gridwork and connects to its nearest neighbors by a
“hopping integral” t estimated from band structure calculations ✁see
Ref. 16✂ The exchange parameter J of the two bound electrons at a
distance n=7 is calculated to be approximately J=170kB ✁in tem-
perature units✂ leading to a Curie temperature ✄O ✁100 K✂, in
qualitative accord with experimental findings ✁see text✂.
FIG. 3. Three generations of a “Bethe lattice” nearest-neighbor
antiferromagnet with bifurcation are shown; coupling constant J,
branching number 2. If each of the ten sites marked A contains an
electron with its spin “up” and each of the five sites B contains one
with its spin “down,” the ground state belongs to total Stot=5/2.
Elimination of the B ’s results in Bethe lattices of A’s that are fer-
romagnetically coupled ✁the coupling constant is −J*, a function of
J and kT✂ and a branching number 4. Given J and T, Fig. 4 shows
the calculated ferromagnetic couplings J* /kT as a function of J /kT.
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RENORMALIZED COUPLING CONSTANTS
Given the antiferromagnetic A, B couplings J, we obtain
an order-of-magnitude estimate of the renormalized ferro-
magnetic coupling constant J* between spins on next-
nearest-neighbor pods by the following approximate but
qualitatively correct scheme.
Supposing the A’s to be the majority sites, we eliminate
any B’s that separate the closest pairs of A’s. Ising-like bonds
provide a simple example. One evaluates ❦exp–JSBsSA1
+SA2❞ /kT❧B averaging over the values of the intervening B
spin SB= ±1. This yields a simple formula




where tanh K*=tanh2 K, and K*=J* /kT and K=J /kT. The







which is the Ising model.
The ratio J* /J decreases from a maximum 1 sat low T❞ to
0
s
at high T❞ as shown in Fig. 4. Heisenberg bonds are more
realistic but also more complicated to evaluate; therefore, we
just quote the final result. Setting ✧=1, we write each spin
1/2 in the form S❲ =
s
✂x ,✂y ,✂z❞ /2, where the ✂’s are the three
Pauli matrices. The average
❦
exp−JS❲B · sS❲A1+S❲A2❞ /kT❧B over
states of B have to be re-expressed in the form
CsK❞eK
*S✄A1·S✄A2












K❞✆3/4. This too is plotted in Fig. 4. Finally, we
note it is an empirical fact that all the regular three-
dimensional s3D❞ geometries scubic, hcp, etc.❞ yield a Curie
temperature kTc❁0.75zJ* for a lattice of Ising spins19 ✉S✉
=1, where z is the coordination number of the lattice of
ferromagnetic bonds J*. In the more relevant case of Heisen-
berg ferromagnets of spins 1/2, one estimates a similar kTc
❁0.5zJ* for all regular 3D geometries.
For the purposes of our estimate, it is only necessary to
assume the three-dimensional foam does not deviate substan-
tially from this common range of values. Supposing the ex-
perimental Tc to be O s100 K❞ as experimentally observed
and setting ❦z❧=3 ssomewhat arbitrarily, but z is not a sensi-
tive parameter❞, one inverts Eq. s3❞ numerically20 to infer the
order of magnitude of the original, “physical,” antiferromag-
netic coupling J that links nearest-neighbor spins. Our calcu-
lation for the Heisenberg model yields J /kB=Tc /0.6
❁167 K. According to the preceding calculations, this cor-
responds to interpod separations n in the most reasonable
range: 6ønø8.
Once the A spins order ferromagnetically at temperatures
below Tc, the B’s follow, albeit antiparallel to the A’s. Thus,
a spontaneous moment M proportional both to m0✉NA−NB✉
and to an order parameter ✂☎2❦✉S j,z✉❧, with 0ø✂ø1, per-
sists at all T✱Tc.
COMPARISON WITH EXPERIMENT AND CONCLUSION
How sturdy is the predicted ferromagnetism, in light of
the facts? Experimental observations of ferromagnetism with
a Curie temperature of ❁100 K and its subsequent disap-
pearance in some samples after a few hours, suggest it to be
an evanescent phenomenon.
We favor a picture in which localized charges are initially
adequate to sustain the ferromagnetism in some regions of
the carbon foam. However, as electrons at the periphery are
repelled by the overall negative charge and escape into the
atmosphere, the ferromagnetic regions are ultimately reduced
to those few clusters from which electrons are unable to es-
cape. If in any region the filling factor of the localized states
drops substantially below unity, a paramagnetic si.e. nonfer-
romagnetic❞ Fermi liquid will replace the ferromagnetic
phase. Whether the ferromagnetic foam will then exhibit or-
dinary metallic behavior relates to a simpler question, of
whether the connectivity of the electron liquid lies below or
above the percolation threshold of this random lattice. Re-
gardless, the ac conductivity
s
i.e., microwave or IR Drude
absorption❞ should then exhibit metallic characteristics.
In summary, we have a simple explanation for the ferro-
magnetism of carbon nanofoam, in terms of unpaired elec-
trons loosely localized on the tetrapods. These particles
populate shallow bound states carved out of Bloch bands as
the result of bends and bifurcations of networks of nano-
tubes. A “Coulomb barrier” prevents dual occupancy of such
states; hence, each localized particle carries an uncompen-
sated spin. On a branching network the antiferromagnetic
interactions of the localized spins with their neighbors results
in a net, macroscopic, magnetic moment. This magnetic mo-
ment disappears once the Fermi level drops below the
bound-state energy, the localized states are no longer all oc-
cupied, and charge transport is allowed. In this way we can
explain both the existence and disappearance of the magne-
tism that has been observed.
FIG. 4. Effective ferromagnetic coupling constant J* vs kT, both
in units of J. Upper curve is for the Ising model ✝Eq. ✞2✟✠, lower
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